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Who we are
Y&S is a comprehensive group combining manufacture and trade in both international and domestic 

markets. Y&S has companies and representative offices in Beijing, Tianjin, Nanjing and Zhenjiang. 

The main industrial products provided by Y&S include mechanical products, optical products, organic 

chemicals, textile and light industrial products, etc. Y&S has business relations with more than 80 

countries and regions all over the world and gains good reputation for its excellent product quality, 

abidance by contracts and perfect after-sale-service.

Being a member of China Optometric & Optical Association (COOA), Y&S is one of the leading 

manufacturers and exporters in China supplying full range of Ophthalmic Lenses and Accessories. 

The company is ISO9001 (2008) certified, relevant products have been approved by TUV according 

to CE standards and also registered with government in many countries, including FDA in USA. With 

years of experience in this field and high reputation, various products of Y&S have been proved to 

be very competitive and sell well in overseas markets.
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General Conditions

2

(1) Quality control system of the Seller is ISO9001 (2008) certified. The Seller offers 1-year limited warranty.

(2) All prices offered in this Purchase Guide are in US Dollar per piece. Discount is applicable for large quantity order.

(3) If total amount of each shipment according to list prices is more than USD10,000.00, all prices can be as on CFR (C&F) Overseas 

Main Port basis by sea. To have goods shipped by air, the Seller will either deliver goods on FCA Shanghai, China basis or on CPT, 

CIF, CIP basis, provided the Seller will charge air freight and insurance cost respectively.

(4) If transaction is on CIF or CIP basis, insurance will be arranged by the Sell for 110% of invoice value covering all risks, provided no 

more requirements from the Buyer.

(5) In order to deliver each order quickly, a maximum shortage of 5% on quantity or amount is allowed without prior notice. The Seller 

will provide a detailed list of the shortage to the Buyer after shipment. The Seller will either adjust relevant quantity and amount in 

shipping documents or adjust with the Buyer separately.

(6) Slight difference on color between materials/products and printed demo in this guide are allowed.

(7) Goods can be packed in the Seller’s general package (without showing the Seller’s information) free of charge. The Seller can also 

pack goods with the Buyer’s appointed package with extra cost. 

(8) Pre-shipment inspection by China Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau (CIQ), SGS, BIVAC, Intertek, COTECNA, etc. will 

be handled by the Seller, provided inspection requested and inspection fee will be paid by the Buyer when confirming orders.

ISO9001 CERTIFIED
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(10) The following payment terms are accepted by the Seller:

 	 L/C: By irrevocable L/C at sight, provided the covering L/C being received by the Seller on time and remaining valid for negotiation 

in China until the 21st day after shipment. L/C should be in English and show full contact information of the Seller.

  T/T: 30% of total contract value to be paid by T/T while confirming the order; balance payment to be paid by T/T

   before shipment.

(11) The Seller is entitled to charge storage fee, re-cleaning fee, re-drying fee and other relevant fees if the Buyer doesn't pick up goods 

within 30 days after the goods are ready. 

(12) Goods are of China origin. Commercial Invoices, Packing Lists, Packing Details Lists and Bill of Lading or Air Waybill will be provided 

by the Seller under each shipment. Insurance Policy or Insurance Certificate will also be submitted when the transaction is made 

on CIF or CIP basis. One of the following Certificate of Origin can be submitted upon the Buyer’s request:

  Certificate of Origin approved by CCPIT - China Council for the Promotion of International Trade (China Chamber

   of International Commerce)

  Certificate of Origin (Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement) approved by CCPIT - China Council for the Promotion of International 

Trade (China Chamber of International Commerce)

  Certificate of Origin (Form for China-Peru FTA) approved by CCPIT - China Council for the Promotion of International Trade 

(China Chamber of International Commerce)

  Certificate of Origin (GSP Form-A) approved by China Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau (CIQ)

	  Certificate of Origin (Form F for China-Chile FTA) approved by China Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau (CIQ)

 If any other documents are also required, the Buyer needs to inform the Seller when confirming the order. Provided no other notice, 

all documents will be issued in the name of the Buyer’ company.

(13)  All accessories need to be stored in cool, dry, ventilated place and avoid direct sunlight.

(14) The Seller keeps the right to adjust prices, technical data and conditions without prior notice. Adjusted prices, technical data and 

conditions can be downloaded from the Seller’s website www.ystj.com.

Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth

Item

6307.1000.19

Chinese H. S. Codes

Micro Fiber Pouches 6305.9000

PU Pouches 4202.2100.90

Foldable Zipper Bags 6305.9000.90

Lens Cleaning Spray 3402.1900

Bottles of Lens Cleaning Spray 3923.3000

Screwdrivers 8205.4000

Towels 6307.1000.19

Non-woven Handbags 6305.3300.90

Micro Fiber Gloves 6216.0000.21

Units Reference No.

Piece / Kg MC1716

Piece / Kg MP1716

Kg / Piece PP1715

Piece / Kg FZ1716

Kg CS1713

Kg CB1716

Kg / Piece TS1709

Piece / Kg TW1716

Piece / Kg NW1716

Pair / Kg MG1716

(9) Accessories will be cleared by Chinese customs under the following H.S. Codes and units; if necessary, H.S. Codes of the importing 

country can be shown in shipping documents according to the Buyer’s requirements.
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(1) Material: Micro fiber composite filament of polyester nylon (80% polyester and 20% 
nylon), 200-450g/sqm.

(2) Features: High water absorption, high decontamination. Lint-free, long useful life period, 
easily to be cleaned.

(3) Usage: Face, car, furniture, household electrical appliances, sanitary appliance, kitchen, 
floor, leather shoes, clothes cleaning, etc.

(4) Regular colors: White, Blue, Light Pink.
(5) Regular size, price and packing details:

Towels

(1) Material: Non-woven handbag, 70-80g/sqm.
(2) Features: Moisture-proof, breathable, flexible, light, not combustion-supporting, easy to 

decompose, non-toxic, nonirritant, colorful, moderate price and can be recycled. This 
non-woven handbag can be self-decomposed outdoor after 90 days, while the usage 
life is 5 years when placed indoor. When it’s burned, there is no toxicity, no smell and 
no leftover thus it won’t pollute the environment. It’s a globally recognized environment 
friendly product.

(3) Regular colors: White, Black, Red, Yellow, Blue.
(4) Regular size and price: Size 250x250x100mm (10"x10"x4"), USD0.361/piece;
              Size 300x300x100mm (12"x12"x4"), USD0.402/piece;
              Size 400x300x100mm (16"x12"x4"), USD0.422/piece.
(5) Minimum quantity of each material and each regular color in each shipment is 1,000 

pieces, total quantity of each shipment with regular colors should be not less than 3,000 
pieces.

(6) Single color screen printing on both sides (less than 1/3 area) is free, big size, multi-color 
screen printing and side printing are available with extra cost. 

(7) 50 non-woven handbags are packed in a plastic bag, several bags are packed in an 
export carton.

(8) Besides regular sizes, Non-woven handbags can also be supplied according to the 
Buyer's requirement with extra cost.

(9) Size in millimeter (mm) is standard description, all size descriptions in inches are for 
reference only.

Non-woven Handbags

YK-B Warp Knitting Towel 

Item Price (USD/Piece) Packing

0.395

0.795

250 pieces in a plastic bag, 2 bags in a standard export carton.

50 pieces in a plastic bag, 4 bags in a standard export carton.

(Edge Binding, 400 g/sqm)

YK-S Warp Knitting Towel 
(Edge Locking, 400 g/sqm)

0.345

0.728

Regular Size

250x250mm (10"x10")

400x400mm (16"x16") 50 pieces in a plastic bag, 4 bags in a standard export carton.

250 pieces in a plastic bag, 2 bags in a standard export carton.

(6) Minimum quantity of each shipment is 5,000 pieces.
(7) Besides regular sizes, towels can also be supplied according to the Buyer's requirement 

with extra cost.
(8) Size in millimeter (mm) is standard description, all size descriptions in inches are for 

reference only.
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K8175 Micro Fiber Gloves

(1) Material: 100% polyester, 175 g/sqm, knitted fabric.
(2) Features: Brushed on both sides. Fine and soft. Clean thoroughly. Absorb water and 

oil. Prevent object surface from scratching and damaging.
(3) Regular Colors: White & Black
(4) Price: USD1.50/pair (size M, L and XL).
(5) Minimum quantity of each shipment is 500 pairs.
(6) Each pair of gloves are packed in a plastic bag, 10 pairs in a big bag, several bags in 

a standard export carton. 

(1) Features: Lens cleaning spray is a detergent without any corrosive material. It can decompose and 
remove dirt and filth rapidly and bring clean and brightness.

(2) Usage: Lens cleaning spray can be used for cleaning lens, metal, automobile, glass and ceramic tile, etc.
(3) Price and packing details:

Lens Cleaning Spray & Bottles

Lens cleaning spray with bottle, 20ml (0.7 oz.) 20 bottles in a white box, 48 boxes in an standard export carton, 
total 960 bottles per carton

Item

20 bottles in a white box, 36 boxes in an standard export carton, 
total 720 bottles per carton

Price (USD/Bottle) Packing

Bottle only, 20ml (0.7 oz.)

Lens cleaning spray with bottle, 30ml (1 oz.)

Bottle only, 30ml (1 oz.)

0.364

0.356

0.409

0.380

(1) Material: Foldable zipper bag is made from ninon.
(2) Features: The fabric is tight, even and smooth, soft touch, environmental friendly, light, easy to 

be washed and dried. Bag is easily folded to store or carry.
(3) Regular colors: Yellow, Green.
(4) Price: USD3.50/piece, size 450x350x180mm (18"x14"x7"), folded size100x80x30mm (4"x3"x1").
(5) Minimum quantity of foldable zipper bags with regular colors and zippers in each shipment is 

1,000 pieces. Minimum quantity of special colors and regular zippers is 3,000 pieces; minimum 
quantity of special colors and special zippers (showing the Buyer’s logo) is 5,000 pieces.

(6) Single color screen printing on both sides (less than 1/3 area) is free. Big size, multi-color screen 
printing and side printing are available with extra cost.

(7) 12 foldable zipper bags are packed in a plastic bag, several bags are packed in a standard 
export carton.

(8) Size in millimeter (mm) is standard description, all size descriptions in inches are for reference 
only.

Foldable Zipper Bags

(4) Minimum quantity of each shipment is 5,000 bottles.
(5) Single color screen printing on bottle is free, multi-color printing and label printing is available with extra 

cost, box printing is also available with extra cost.
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(1) A string is set inside the bag to be stretched freely to prevent the glasses from dropping out.
(2) Minimum quantity of each material and each regular color in each shipment is 1,000 pieces, total 

quantity of each shipment with regular colors should be not less than 3,000 pieces. Minimum quantity 
of ordering each special color is 50,000 pieces.

(3) 100 pouches are packed in a plastic bag free of charge, several bags to be packed in an export carton.
(4) If printing size less than 80x40mm (3”x1.5”), single color screen printing on one side is USD0.02/piece, 

big size and multi-color screen printing is available with extra cost. 
(5) Besides regular sizes, pouch can also be supplied according to the Buyer’s requirement with extra 

cost.
(6) Size in millimeter (mm) is standard description, all size descriptions in inches are for reference only.

Pouches

K8175 Micro Fiber
(100% polyester.
175 g/sqm, knitted fabric).

Materials FeaturesRegular Color

PU

Regular Size

0.248180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4") 0.260

Price
(USD/Piece)

 Pink  Yellow

 Blue  Green

0.316

0.346

K0195 Micro Fiber
(80% polyester, 20% nylon.
195 g/sqm, knitted fabric).

 Blue
 Green  Purple

 Grey

0.248

0.260

K1160 Micro Fiber
(80% polyester, 20% nylon.
160 g/sqm, knitted fabric).  Pink  Yellow

 Blue  Dark Green
 Light Green

K8240 Micro Fiber
(100% polyester.
240 g/sqm, knitted fabric).

K5230 Micro Fiber
(80% polyester, 20% nylon.
230 g/sqm, knitted fabric).

K4195 Micro Fiber
(80% polyester, 20% nylon.
195 g/sqm, knitted fabric).

S0205 Micro Fiber
(80% polyester, 20% nylon.
205 g/sqm, woven fabric).

S6205 Micro Fiber
(80% polyester, 20% nylon.
205 g/sqm, woven fabric).

125x65mm (5"x2.5")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

0.281

0.302

0.316

0.346

0.334

0.368

0.557

0.654

0.367

0.409

0.275

0.324

 Yellow Blue  Pink

 Yellow Grey Blue

 White Grey  Purple

 Yellow Blue  Pink

 Yellow Blue  Warm White

 Black

Fine and soft. 
Clean thoroughly. 
Absorb water and oil. 
Prevent the cleaning surface 
of lens from scratching.

Brushed on both sides. 
Fine and soft.
Clean thoroughly. 
Absorb water and oil. 
Prevent the cleaning surface
of lens from scratching.

Smooth and tight with high strength, 
anti-wear, waterproof, easy cleaning. 

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

180x90mm (7"x3.5")

190x100mm (7.5"x4")

(1) Materials and price: Triple-usage screwdriver, plastic, USD0.160/piece;
        Triple-usage screwdriver, copper, USD0.210/piece;
        Triple-usage screwdriver, aluminum, USD0.230/piece.
(2) Minimum quantity of each shipment is 5,000 pieces.
(3) 100 pieces in a plastic bag, several bags in a standard export carton.

Triple-usage Screwdrivers
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(1) Micro fiber cleaning cloth are used for cleaning all kinds of lenses, glass, computer screens, CDs, jewelry, watch, music instrument 
and lacquer ware, etc.

(2) Minimum quantity of each material and each regular color in each shipment is 1,000 pieces, total quantity of each shipment with 
regular colors should be not less than 5,000 pieces. Minimum quantity of ordering each special color is 50,000 pieces.

(3) 100 pieces of micro fiber cleaning cloth are packed in a plastic bag, several bags are packed in an export carton. For more methods 
of packing and surcharge, please refer to Appendix 1 - Custom Package of Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth. Transfer print cloth is 
suggested to be packed with independent bag and with extra cost of USD0.02/piece.

(4) If printing size less than 60x30mm (2”x1”), single color screen printing on one side is free, big size and multi-color printing are 
available with extra cost.

(5) Bronzing print, embossing print and transfer print are also available with extra cost, please refer to Appendix 2 - Special Printing.
(6) Straight Cut, Round Cut, Saw Cut, Flower Cut are available for all knitted fabric; Ultrasonic Saw Cut and Sewn Edge are available for 

all woven fabric, please refer to Appendix 3 - Edging Process of Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth. 
(7) Besides regular sizes, micro fiber cleaning cloth can also be supplied according to the Buyer's requirement with extra cost.
(8) Size in millimeter (mm) is standard description, all size descriptions in inches are for reference only.

K4195

Model Materials

80% polyester, 20% nylon.
195 g/sqm, knitted fabric.

Fine

Excellent

Soft
Water

Absorption
Oil

Absorption
Dust

Elimination Brushing Elasticity Luster

2 Sides Low NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Features

K5230 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
230 g/sqm, knitted fabric. Excellent 2 Sides High NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

K8175 100% polyester
175 g/sqm, knitted fabric. Good No High NoGood Good Normal Normal

K0195 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
195 g/sqm, knitted fabric. Excellent No Low YesGood Excellent Excellent Excellent

K8240B 100% polyester
240 g/sqm, knitted fabric. Good  2 Sides High NoGood Good Normal Excellent

K8240E
100% polyester
240 g/sqm, knitted fabric,
embossed.

Good 2 Sides High NoGood Good Normal Excellent

K1160 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
160 g/sqm, knitted fabric. Excellent No High NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

KD195
80% polyester, 20% nylon
195 g/sqm, knitted fabric.
with silica gel drops.

Excellent No Low NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

T3250 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
250 g/sqm, knitted fabric. Excellent 2 Sides No NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

S0205 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
205 g/sqm, woven fabric. Excellent 2 Sides No NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

S6205 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
205 g/sqm, woven fabric. Excellent 2 Sides No NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

SS205 80% polyester, 20% nylon.
205 g/sqm, woven fabric. Excellent 2 Sides No NoExcellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth

87
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K4195

Model Available
Edging Process

Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut

Regular Color

 Yellow Grey Blue

Regular Size and Price
(USD/Piece)

150x130mm (6"x5") 180x150mm (7"x6")
Remarks

K5230 Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  White Grey  Purple

K8175 Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  Pink

K0195 Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut

 Yellow
 Blue  Green

 Blue
 Green  Purple

 Grey

K8240B Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  Yellow Blue

K8240E Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  Yellow Blue

 Pink

 Pink

K1160 Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  Pink  Yellow

 Blue  Dark Green
 Light Green

KD195 Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  White

T3250 Straight Cut, Round Cut,
Saw Cut, Flower Cut  Pink  Yellow

 Blue  Green

S0205 Ultrasonic Saw Cut,
Sewn Edge

 Yellow Blue  Pink

S6205 Ultrasonic Saw Cut,
Sewn Edge  Yellow Blue  White

SS205 Ultrasonic Saw Cut,
Sewn Edge  A  C B

0.109 0.157

0.094 0.129

0.065 0.086

0.100 0.142

0.077 0.103

0.078 0.106

0.177 0.261

0.136 0.197

0.270 0.362

0.252 0.327

0.119 0.148

0.324 0.425

Suitable for transfer
print
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Embossing Print                             Transferred Print                                    Screen Print Gold                                 Screen Print Silver    

  A                       B                                                            C                    D

Appendix 1  Custom Package of Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth

Appendix 3  Edging Process of Micro Fiber Cleaning Cloth

Appendix 2  Special Printing

All rights reserved.
Copyright © 2013 by Y & S (Beijing) Opto-Electro Industries Ltd.

No part of this brochure may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, 
or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from Y & S (Beijing) Opto-Electro Industries Ltd.

Printed in Hong Kong on environmentally friendly recyclable stock.

(A) Clear PVC package, size 105x65mm (4"x2.5"), extra cost USD0.053/pieces.
(B) Clear PVC package with color-printed card inside, size 122x82mm (5"x3"), extra cost USD0.061/pieces.
(C) Color-printed paper package with window, size 120x80mm (5"x3"), extra cost USD0.120/pieces.
(D) Clear PVC Kit package, size 42x25x120mm (1.5"x1"x5"), extra cost USD0.736/pieces.

* Size in millimeter (mm) is standard description, all size descriptions in inches are for reference only.

Extra cost USD0.02/piece Extra cost USD0.073/piece No extra Cost No extra Cost

Round Cut Saw Cut Flower EdgeStraight Cut

Ultrasonic Saw Cut Sewn Edge

(1) The following process are available for knitted fabric.

(2) The following process are available for woven fabric.
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